
2022 Buyer’s Guide:
Purchase Reservation 
on Azure Marketplace



WHAT IS AN AZURE RESERVATION?

Many resources in Azure are available on a Pay-As-You-Go basis. However, for applications 
that are planned to be used for long durations, a Reservation purchase allows the user to 
lock in discounted rates by committing to one-year or three-year plans.

PREREQUISITE FOR RESERVED INSTANCE PURCHASING: 

Ensure a valid Azure account with permissions of Owner or Reservation Purchaser on at 
least one valid Azure Subscription.

STEPS FOR RESERVED INSTANCE PURCHASING: 

Step 1: Navigate to the Azure Marketplace and find the product of interest (e.g. Titan FTP 

Server - CUCM Backup Edition).

Step 2:  Select “Get It Now” to begin the purchase.



Step 3: The next screen requires accepting permissions for Microsoft use, as well as         

ensuring basic profile information exists. If needed, enter this information. Then, click 

“Continue” and you will be taken to your Azure portal with a listing of the product selected.

Step 4: NOTE: Clicking on the “Plans + Pricing” tab will show the savings you can expect 

from using a Reserved Instance for this VM and product. Savings for both 1-year and 3-year 

are shown.

Step 5: Click “Purchase a reservation” to choose details for the product purchase as a 

Reserved Instance.



Step 6: The next page has several decisions to be made: 

 A. Select a Scope: The scope can cover one subscription or multiple subscriptions

      (using a shared scope).

  i. Single subscription - The plan discount is applied to usage in the subscription.

  ii. Shared - The plan discount is applied to matching instances in any 

       subscription in your billing context. For enterprise customers, the billing 

       context is the enrollment and includes all subscriptions in the enrollment. 

       For individual plan with pay-as-you-go pricing customers, the billing 

       context is all individual plans with pay-as-you-go pricing subscriptions 

       created by the account administrator.

  iii. Management group - Applies the reservation discount to the matching 

       resource in the list of subscriptions that are a part of both the 

       management group and billing scope.

  iv. Single resource group - Applies the reservation discount to the matching

       resources in the selected resource group only.

 B. Select a subscription. It's used to pay for the plan.

      The subscription payment method is charged the upfront costs for the 

       reservation. To buy a reservation, you must have owner role or reservation 

       purchaser role on an Azure subscription that's of type Enterprise (MS-AZR-0017P 

       or MS-AZR-0148P) or Pay-As-You-Go (MS-AZR-0003P or MS-AZR-0023P) or 

      Microsoft Customer Agreement.  

  i. For Enterprise subscriptions, the Add Reserved Instances option must be 

      enabled in the EA portal. If the setting is disabled, you must be an EA 

      Admin for the subscription.

  ii. For the Cloud Solution Provider (CSP) program, the admin agents or 

       sales agents can buy the software plans.

  iii. For an Enterprise subscription, the reservation purchase charges 

       aren't deducted from the enrollment's Azure Prepayment (previously 

           called monetary commitment) balance. The charges are billed to the 

       subscription's credit card or invoice payment method.

  iv. For an individual subscription with pay-as-you-go pricing, the charges 

         are billed to the subscription's credit card or invoice payment method.

 C. Filter: Click on the “Term” and “Billing Frequency” options to make 

      selections/changes to filtered options. Additionally, type in the filter field

      to narrow further.



 D. Select a Product: Select the product of interest. For Titan/DMZedge/Cornerstone 

     server purchases, a minimum of 4 vCPUs is recommended.

  i. Once a product is selected, a live calculator will give an estimate on cost 

     as well as discounted savings from using a non-reserved instance.

 E. When finished, click “Add to cart”. Click “Close” on this product screen to be 

      returned to the Purchase reservations screen with an item in the cart.

Step 7:  Review your purchase. Make any changes to the Reservation Name, Billing 

Frequency, or Quantity, as desired. Click “Review + buy”.

Step 8:  Review your purchase one final time, including legal terms and charges, including 

total cost for the term. Click “Buy now” to complete the reservation instance purchase.

NEED FURTHER HELP?

South River Technologies is available to lend a hand. Should you have questions before you 

buy or need guidance throughout any step of the process, our goal is to help you achieve 

the outcome you desire. Feel free to contact our team at sales@southrivertech.com.


